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Mantra Recognition in Slogans by using PCA based
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Abstract: Offline handwritten identification of characters is a
core problem in pattern matching. The main challenge for
researchers in the identification of handwritten characters is
inscribing individual styles. Tamil mantras identification is a
challenging job due to many missing features in the mantras '
complex structure. The problem at hand is to break traditional
hand-designed features. A new venture has been undertaken to
automatically extract the complex features for recognition and
classification from the complex structure bypassing the
individual Tamil characters into the Convolutional Neural
Network, a special type of deep learning network. The best
convolutional model was chosen to improve efficiency by
comparing different convolutional models that vary in activation
functions, classifiers, and pooling functions. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) was used to select the top n
eigenvectors from the image for better efficiency. So with the
above trained best model with PCA for independent Tamil
character images, handwritten Tamil fonts in the slogans (a
group of characters) have been well recognized.
Keywords: Convolutional Neural Network, Deep Learning,
Mantras, PCA, Pattern Recognition, Slogans, Tamil Characters.

I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning is a computer science field that
focuses on choosing a model of a network that trains a
machine in the best way to perform as a human being [1].
Besides selecting a network model, the big challenge
facing conventional neural networks is the extraction of
features. It gives the developer a big challenge in complex
problems including recognition of artefacts and
recognition of handwritten characters. Therefore, for the
above complex problems, the developer must choose
accurate function information such that it helps the system
make an effective decision.

Fig.1. Sample architecture of the Convolutional Neural
Network.
A deep learning technique is a state-of-art in machine
learning models, which overcomes the problem and
reduces a programmer's burden.
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With little programmer guidance, the model used in deep
learning is capable of extracting the correct features by
itself. Thus this theory of deep learning brought machine
learning into a new era. With this benefit, it has put its
footprints in various real-time applications, including
Deep face from Facebook, SIRI from Apple, Microsoft
Cortana and DeepMind from Google. This has resulted in
deep learning as an active research area where researchers
focus primarily on making effective use of these models
and advancing artificial intelligence to human level. A
Deep Learning (DL) algorithm includes various networks,
including Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), the Deep Belief
Network (DBN), Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) and
Auto Encoder (AE).
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is mostly used
for image classification [2] and pattern recognition among
those networks. The Convolutional architecture of the
neural network consists of a layer of convolution, a
pooling layer followed by a fully connected layer.
A sample of architecture of the Convolutional Network
appears in Fig. 1. The input layer holds an image's raw
pixel and then passes it on to the convolutional layer that
applies the precise amount of convolution filters to the
image [3, 4]. Then the output is passed to the ReLU
activation function. After that, the output from the
convolutional layer is downsampled within the pooling
layer to reduce the feature map's dimensionality. One of
the most important fields of machine learning is
handwritten character recognition. A pen and paper are
more convenient than a keyboard in case of many
situations. Yet identifying this handwritten character is a
most challenging task for Pal and Chaudhuri (2004),
because it differs from individual persons to persons and
also the character varies because of different moods of the
same person [5]. The automation of character recognition
would be added advantageous for visionless persons to
read the letters, to robotically recognize postal documents,
cheque, banknotes, license plate identification, etc.[6-8].
Several strategies were developed for identifying the
character written in paper and palm leaf [9]. Thus,
identification of character provided its specific research
study in pattern recognition.
Tamil is one of the world's oldest South Indian
languages. Currently, in countries such as India, Sri Lanka
and Malaysia, Tamil languages were in use. So the Tamil
language is the language that millions of people speak the
most. There are 30 basic characters in Tamil alphabets
which include 12 vowels and 18 consonants.
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Also, besides the Tamil language character contains one
ayudhaezhuthu and 6 Grantham characters. The vowel and
consonant combinations get 216 alphabets. So in the
Tamil language, the total number of characters is 247
except 6 Grantham characters as shown in Fig. 2.
This article is systematized as follows: The existing
Tamil character recognition work is discussed in Section
2, Proposed work is elaborated in Section 3, Experimental
results and discussion were presented in Section 4,
followed by a conclusion and future work in Section 5.

these features were defined by replacing the last layer in
CNN with SVM using a radial basis kernel. The method
for recognizing digits and English alphabets was
suggested by Subbuthai et al.[15] by mining the features
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
classifying the digits and alphabets using Euclidean
distance.
Using the IWFHR-10 dataset, Vijayaraghavan et al.[16]
have proposed CNN architecture for Tamil character
identification. With spatial pooling and local contrast
normalization, the traditional convolutional neural
network design was enhanced here. The testing was
carried out using stochastic gradient descent with an
adaptive learning rate, and classification was carried out
using the Softmax classifier.
Many techniques have been suggested based on the
identification of a handwritten character [17-21].
Chinese, Arabic, English, Numerical digits were
effectively categorized using convolutional neural
networks [22,23]. Yet there is no attempt to identify
Tamil characters by integrating PCA and CNN using
separate convolutional models on this specific dataset.
Even, based on these qualified models the Tamil
mantras in the slogans have been recognized. So the
paper focuses on applying the aforementioned concept
and effectively obtaining the outcome.

Fig.2. Tamil characters without Grantham character.

III. PROPOSED WORK

II. EXISTING METHODS OF TAMIL CHARACTERS
Siromoney et al.[10] described a model for the
recognition of Tamil characters through computer printed
material. The method involves transforming each
character into a binary matrix and extracting the features
by scanning row and column-wise. And those
characteristics have been encoded to identify the
characters.
In a Genetic algorithm, Vellingiriraj et al.[11] proposed
to identify the Tamil handwritten characters in palm leaves
script. Binarization and thickening preprocess were
performed at the beginning of the cropping process in the
images followed by the extraction process of features that
extracted vertical, horizontal, and zigzag strokes and
loops.
Sundar et al.[12] suggested the identification of
printed characters in Tamil script using the features
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG). Such features
were characterized using a backpropagation classifier
followed by the Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis
(FLDA) classifier to overcome the backpropagation
classifier character misclassification.
Aparna et al. [13] described the identification of Tamil
printed document characters. First, the input images were
correctly skewed and then the characters were segmented
into individual characters using horizontal and vertical
projections. Then the character traits were extracted from
each character and then the images were divided into
three groups. The characters were categorized at the first
level based on height and classified at the second level
based on extensions, and recognition was done at the
final level based on Euclidian distance and neighboring
K-Nearest respectively.

A. Dataset
The HPLabs dataset[24] includes Tamil characters
written by various regional writers that include school
students, graduates, and adults from India's various cities
such as Bangalore, Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu. Those data
were collected in standard UNIPEN format using HP
TabletPCs. It includes versions offline as well as online.
This dataset has been used for competition for the Tamil
character identification in IWFHR 2006. Of a large number
of samples, only 47,160 HPLabs [24] samples have been
used as a network reference. These were brought to a
standard size of 100x 100 pixels, because the pictures were
in a different size.
B. Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis is a statistical method by
which data is simplified by extracting best features. Such
features highlight the input image similarities and differences
that are important for classifying the images [15]. It is also
used in the reduction of dimensionality by ignoring the
image's irrelevant characteristics. Eigenvectors were
obtained from the covariance matrix dimensions n. The most
important features of PCA are the primary p eigenvector of
the n eigenvalues. Since the covariance matrix's
p-eigenvector points to the direction of maximum variance,
and so on, these p-eigenvector function as a vector of data
features.

In combining CNN and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier for the recognition of MNIST dataset digits,
Niu et al.[14] had given a good concept. Here the CNN
structural design was used to extract the features, and
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PCA Algorithm:
Imagine an n-dimensioned grayscale image X.
Step 1: The picture is translated to nx1-size vectors
using(1).
i, k=1,2,3,…n

(1)

Step 2: Calculate the vector image mean by
(2).
i, k=1,2,3,…n

(2)

Step 3: Image vector is converted into a column vector and
then standardized by using (3) to find the difference
between a mean of an image vector and the original image.
(3)
Step 4: Calculation of the covariance matrix Q is
performed using (4).
(4)
Step 5: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated
using (5) and then the eigenvalues are arranged in
increasing order. Now choose top p eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors to reconstruct the images.
(5)
Step 6: Reconstruct the image using top p eigenvectors
respectively.
From the above steps, the PCA algorithm is implemented on
each Handwritten Tamil character images of standard size
100x100 pixels. The image is reconstructed using
eigenvectors, with an interval of 10 at each iteration. As
shown in Table 1, after 4 iterations the image formed using
the top 40 eigenvectors has less noise. So this image is
passed to the network for automatic feature extraction and
classification.
Table-I: PCA Image
Images

Eigenvector value
Original Image

Eigen value=10

Eigen value=20

Eigen value=30

decision. The best features will get the machine to take a
specific decision. So the process of extraction of the
function was done automatically by the convolutional
neural networks [25,26,16] to solve the complication.
The proposed convolutional neural network used 37,728
training samples, 9,432 validation samples, and 1000 test
samples, respectively. The proposed architecture contains
one input layer, one output layer, two convolution layers,
two pooling layers and three fully connected layers, totally
nine layers.
The Tamil character image dataset's extracted PCA
features were resized to 40x 40. The resized images were
regularized to [-1, 1] and passed as an input to the stack with
various types of layers.
According to the basic model, the initial layer is the
convolution layer which contains 20 features detectors from
5x5 size filters and to bring non-linearity among the feature
detectors [27], a non-linear activation function called ReLU
is exercised to each feature maps. Now max-pooling under
2x2 windows is performed in the next layer in demand to
shorten the dimensionality of the feature maps. Convolution
(Conv) is again performed to extract 32 feature maps using
a 3x3 filter followed by max-pooling, as described in the
previous layer of max-pooling (MP). Such image matrices
have been flattened and transferred for classification onto
the fully connected (FC) layers. Table 2 shows the model's
description.
To increase the efficiency different models were chosen
and trained for classification. Table 3 details the System
Description II, in which LeakyReLU replaced the activation
function ReLU in the basic model and trained for 50 epochs.
Similarly, Table 4 shows the Model summary III in
which the activation function in basic function is replaced
with Leaky ReLU and then it is passed into Softmax
classifier for classification among Tamil characters.
At last, Table 5 exhibits Model IV in which the model is
trained with Average Pooling (AP), Leaky ReLU activation
function and Softmax Classifier and the accuracy results are
noted to choose the best model among four models including
basic model. The above-said models were trained with the
learning rate 0.0001, along with the batch size 5. On the
whole, the parameters used in the model were shown in
Table 6. So among these models, the best model is chosen
based on the efficient recognition rate and the weights of the
model were saved. With the trained weights, the characters in
the slogans were detected. Here the characters are written in
the paint with each character 40x40 in a pixel area. Therefore
the slogans with n characters occupy 40x40xn pixels. The
slogans were segmented into the individual character of
40x40 pixels. Segmented characters were passed into the
network for identification. Slogans from Tirukkural and
Naaladiyar were taken for testing as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.
4. After training the individual characters and testing the
slogans the model has obtained an accuracy of 89.85%
approximately.

Eigen value=40

C. Feature Extraction and Training
The extraction of features is the biggest problem in
handwritten recognition of Tamil characters. The output of
the feature quality is directly proportional to machine
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Table-II: Model Summary I
Layer
Conv1
MP2
Conv3
MP4
FC5
FC6
FC7

Filter
Size
5x5
2x2
3x3
2x2
-

#Filters

Activation

Output

20
32
-

ReLU
ReLU
Tanh
Tanh
Sigmoid

36x36x20
18x18x20
16x16x32
8x8x32
(None,2048)
(None,146)
(None,146)

Table-III: Model Summary II
Layer
Conv1
MP2
Conv3
MP4
FC5
FC6
FC7

Filter
Size
5x5
2x2
3x3
2x2
-

#Filters
20
32
-

Activation
Leaky ReLU
Leaky ReLU
Tanh
Tanh
Sigmoid

Output

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The network extracts the features automatically by going
through different intermediate layers and displaying the
output in Fig. 5. The accuracy curve for the proposed
network was obtained by training various models has been
shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 and these curves prove that the
Leaky ReLU activation function with Softmax classifier
had given better results with the small number of epochs.
The characters from the slogans were segmented as
shown in Fig. 10 and tested with the models which gave
better accuracy. Table 7 shows the results of character
detection for the slogan from Tirukkural.

36x36x20
18x18x20
16x16x32
8x8x32
(None,2048)
(None,146)
(None,146)

Table-IV: Model Summary III
Layer
Conv1
MP2
Conv3
MP4
FC5
FC6
FC7

Filter
Size
5x5
2x2
3x3
2x2
-

#Filters
20
32
-

Activation
Leaky ReLU
Leaky ReLU
Tanh
Tanh
Softmax

Output
36x36x20
18x18x20
16x16x32
8x8x32
(None,2048)
(None,146)
(None,146)

Table-V: Model Summary IV
Layer
Conv1
AP2
Conv3
AP4
FC5
FC6
FC7

Filter
Size
5x5
2x2
3x3
2x2
-

#Filters
20
32
-

Activation
Leaky ReLU
Leaky ReLU
Tanh
Tanh
Softmax

Output
36x36x20
18x18x20
16x16x32
8x8x32
(None,2048)
(None,146)
(None,146)

Table-VI: Parameters
Parameter
Values
0.0001
Learning Rate
Batch Size
5
Optimizer
Adam
Fig.5. Network architecture with feature maps.

Fig.3. A Slogan from Tirukkural.

Fig.6. Accuracy curve of network model I with Max
Pooling, ReLU activation function and Sigmoid
Classifier.
Fig.4. Slogan from Naaladiyar
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False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR) [28],
the confusion matrix plays the basic role.
Table VIII- Performance metrics formulae
Metrics

Formula

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

Fig.7. Accuracy curve of network model II with Max
Pooling, Leaky ReLU activation function and Sigmoid
Classifier.

F1 Score

Table IX- Comparison of performance measures with
proposed work

Fig.8. Accuracy curve of network model III with Max
Pooling, Leaky ReLU activation function and Softmax
Classifier.

Metrics

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

CNN –
Chinese
characters
[29]

90%

-

-

-

CNN-GRUMNIST [30]

99.21%

-

-

-

CNN-Tamil
characters
[31]

95.16%

94%

95%

95%

88.82%

88%

88%

88%

87.23%

86%

87%

86%

89.85%

89%

88%

88%

87%

88%

87%

87%

PCA
MP
ReLU
(Proposed)
PCA
MP
LeakyReLU
(Proposed)

PCA
MP
LeakyReLU
Softmax
(Proposed)

Fig.9. Accuracy curve of network model IV with
Average Pooling, Leaky ReLU activation function and
Softmax Classifier.

PCA
AP
LeakyReLU
Softmax
(Proposed)

Fig. 10. A sample segmented character from slogan
Tirukkural

Using the above-mentioned values, model output was
estimated and the average result for 146 classes in Table 9
illustrates that model PCA performance with Max pooling,
Leaky ReLU, Softmax classifier delivered better results with
89.85% accuracy.

Table VII- Slogan Results of Tirukkural

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Parameter

Values

Total characters

29

Positive detection

26

The proposed research presented a Tamil character
recognition system by hybridizing PCA and convolutional
neural networks using various architecture models that
detected the slogans with better performance for the offline
IWFHR-10 datasets.

Apart from the error and accuracy curve, the most
commonly used performance metrics to check the model
performance is shown in Table 8. To calculate the metrics,
the True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR),
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This hybrid combination made the classification of the
data set fair, and the performance measures were
encouraging. The proposed model PCA with Max Pooling,
LeakyReLU, Softmax classifier achieved 89.85% accuracy.
The work has been implemented in Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU
B950 @ 2.10GHz for the device with 2 GB RAM and
processor. So this work can be expanded further by
increasing the optimization by combining the evolutionary
algorithm with GPU use.
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